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 “WHAT’S IN MY
BAG?!”

May 2023

Written by 
Hair Fairy Godmother

Hey guys and gals! It’s the Hair Fairy Godmother
coming back with an EXCLUSIVE! “What’s in my
bag?!”

I know, I know! It’s been a long time coming, but
now I’m ready to tell some of my go-to I cannot
leave behind. First up!

•Hair Moisturizer: When traveling, one can’t
always tend to their hair as they normally
would. So, a light moisturizer can, and will,
make a difference. It will liven your tresses, as
well as, replenish the follicle.

•Head wrap/satin bonnet: When bed time
approaches, one needs to cover the luxurious
coils. It is a healthy way to preserve your
hairstyle. I recommend satin, and/or silk. It’s
lightweight, and reduces heat sweats.

•Satin pillowcases: In the event one cannot stand
anything on their heads at night, I have the perfect
solution. Satin pillowcase! You can achieve the same
result as if you had a satin headscarf or bonnet on.

Last, but not the least…SEABREEZE!

Seabreeze has many of perks. You can use it to cleanse
your scalp, and clear your skin! It has a light scent, and
you can also use them on other surfaces as a
disinfectant. EVERYONE should have it!

Well ladies and gentlemen, there you have it! You’ve
finally been I. The Hair Fairy’s Godmother’s bag! I how
this helps you navigate through your travel needs!

Remember to Sparkle!
~Hair Fairy Godmother
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Let’s Meet Lil D 
Walk us through your relationship with your hair.
Growing up, if you weren't "light skinned with long hair," you
weren't pretty. Everyone was obsessed with long, straight hair,
and so my hair only felt pretty when I had a perm. I only went
natural because I was homeless and couldn't afford perms.
But the more I accepted myself, the more my natural hair
grew on me. It wasn't so bad. But then I was once again too
broke to get my hair done, so I learned how to two-strand
twist. My hair had never been prettier to me! Then I learned
how to wash my hair, what products to use to bring out my
curls, how to do my edges...I had an entirely new appreciation
for my hair. Trying different natural styles on a regular basis, is
what lead to me conquering my fear of starting my locs. My
biggest hang-up was having to constantly get my hair
retwisted, as I was used to doing it myself. Today, I feel I look
exactly how I'm supposed to, and my hair is a big part of that.
GcrG

Was there a time that you ever felt like you had to choose your
hair over 
Career move?
I experimented once, when I was in Cleveland. I got my first
sew-in, just to see if there'd be any different response. I had a
job 3 weeks later. Of course I can't say it was because of my
hair, but I can say I didn't get any callbacks until I released new
photos of me with those bundles.

Have you ever struggled in the industry because of your hair?
I can't definitively say my hair was the reason for my struggles,
but looks matter in this industry. If they're looking for a "pretty
girl," the skinny girl with the long hair and big butt would
most likely get the call before me - the funny girl with the
short afro. I'm glad times are changing, but in a lot of ways
they're the same.
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lil D

In 2023 do you feel like Radio and media
has come a long way when it comes to the
look of their personalities?
I think they've come a ways, I don't know
about "long." I love that plus-sized girls are
on morning shows, girls with locs are on
nationally syndicated morning shows...it
definitely feels like there's a lane for
everyone. But, as long as there are people
in charge who hire simply based on their
flawed views of general beauty instead of
talent, we'll still have a ways to go.

Why do you feel like representation of
natural hair is so important, especially in
the radio and the media world?
I believe representation matters across
the board. When Tashara Parker first
moved to Dallas, I was so happy that
someone who looked like me with hair
like me was on the news everyday. This
told me, and who knows how many other
black girls and women with natural hair,
"YOU can be a star as well." Something I
hear way too often in Dallas is "I hate
doing her hair" or " I don't know what to
do with her hair" in front of their
daughters. Imagine the shame a child
must feel knowing their mom hates her
hair. So seeing public figures with natural
hair can instill pride in these girls, and
hopefully show their moms that ALL hair
types are beautiful and should be
celebrated.

Can you tell us a time that you felt like you did
not get a job because of your hair? What did
you do to survive in that moment?
So as I was saying earlier about getting my
first sew-in, it was because I was tired of being
turned down. So I did a photoshoot, and had a
job a few weeks later. I took it out a few weeks
after signing my contract. As far as survival, in
radio, you get used to hearing "no," so you
don't hype yourself up for a "yes." (Like I tell
my students, you don't have a job until you
sign the paperwork.) I was working on my
confidence, so I tried my best to remember
that the "no" doesn't mean I'm not good
enough or that I'm ugly. It just wasn't my job.
But I won't lie like it didn't make me resent my
hair. It was a constant struggle between "you
ARE good enough" and "I'd be further ahead if
I just wore my hair straight."

If you could sit down at the beginning of your
natural hair journey, what would you say
today?
Learn to do your hair. The more you learn
about what products to use and what styles
look good on you, the more confidence you'll
have. Wait until people tell you, you're hair
goals! Learn about your hair lil baby, it's
connected to who you are.
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Are there any regrets about going
natural while working in the Radio
industry? 
I always say I didn't go natural, I just
stopped getting perms. My only regret
is not learning about my hair sooner.
While there will always be people who
have Eurocentric beauty standards
and hire according to who fits it best,
I've found that the real key is
confidence. When you are genuinely
yourself, and you stand on it, it shows.
So no matter what style you decide,
love it enough to make it uniquely
yours.

As a successful radio personality,
author, host what would you say to
the next generation about staying
honest about what they want their
image to be?
Know who you are, or the industry will
tell you, and you'll believe it. The more
you love your genuine self, the better
you can form your image. You're the
only person who has to look back and
be proud of your journey, so act
accordingly. Remember that
perception is only reality on the
internet and when they pay you for an
appearance. And if perception pays
the bills, that's who people will expect
you to be. And most importantly, don't
tell everyone all of your business; leave
some of you, for yourself.
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Five of the
best oils for
natural hair

There are several oils that are beneficial for natural hair, but here are five of the best oils for
natural hair with their benefits:
1. Coconut oil: Coconut oil is a popular choice for natural hair because it can penetrate the
hair shaft and prevent protein loss, especially fractionated coconut oil. It also helps to
strengthen hair, reduce breakage, and add shine.
2. Jojoba oil: Jojoba oil is similar in structure to the natural oils produced by the scalp
(sebum), making it a great choice for moisturizing the hair and scalp without leaving a
greasy residue. It also helps to repair and protect hair from damage.
3. Argan oil: Argan oil is rich in antioxidants, vitamin E, and essential fatty acids that help to
moisturize and nourish the hair, while also reducing frizz and adding shine. It can also help
to protect hair from heat styling and other environmental factors.
4. Olive oil: Olive oil is a natural emollient that helps to soften and smooth the hair, while
also providing deep hydration. It also contains antioxidants that help to protect hair from
damage and promote healthy hair growth.
5. Castor oil: Castor oil is a thick, viscous oil that is rich in fatty acids and vitamin E. It is also
high in ricinoleic acid, which has anti-inflammatory properties which can help to soothe an
itchy, flaky scalp. Castor oil helps to moisturize the hair, prevent breakage, and stimulate
hair growth.
 
Essential oils such as rosemary oil and tea tree oil are also very beneficial for natural hair
because they help to moisturize, protect, and promote healthy hair growth. Rosemary oil
has been shown to improve hair growth and thickness. Tea tree oil has antifungal and
antibacterial properties, making it useful for treating scalp conditions like dandruff.
 

By Dr.Gaby 
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Wild West
Texas : what is
going on with
the licensing

Hair Lab

Texas has lot opinions about it right now.
The laws are at the top of the list! On top
of that Texas gets called the Wild West,
especially when it comes to hair. If you
didn’t know, I’ll tell you braiders are not
required to have a license. Also, opticians
are not required to have a license in the
state of Texas. So, with all this going on,
you would think that would be enough
controversy.

   Starting back in 2021 September a bill
stated that no additional classes or
requirement was for you to become a
cosmetologist instructor. House Bill 1560
was put in place to eliminate the
barber/cosmetology instructor license
Now I told you Texas is very controversial,
especially with hair. Now to anybody
outside the industry that’s not really a big
deal right? Well, let me explain to you why
it is a big deal. You used to have to finish
the cosmetology school and have 300
hours or more of instructor training in
6month time frame. let me show you how
other states for example, North Carolina
requires of their instructors. According to
beautyschooldirectory.com. 

 “To become a Cosmetology Teacher in North Carolina.
800 education hours are required to become licensed.
You must renew your license every 1 year. 8
continuing education hours are required to renew
your license.”

   So I have a couple questions for you. Because this is
a lot to swallow. Is Texas give you more freedom or is
it causing more chaos within the hair industry? Why
was the instructor license taken an away? Why was it
such a requirement to have that many hours in the
first place? Even when we had the law why was it so
relaxed when other states are strict?

To be honest with you, Hair lab students. This is a
conversation that is going to have to be continue. The
same questions I asked you. I’m going to go find the
answers. Will Texas forever be the wild west or will it
eventually follow along with everybody else?

Written by Twin Nation
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